The Digital Directory
PRESENTED BY PISTOL + HONEY DIGITAL MARKETING SOLUTIONS

#Say What?
WHAT MAKES US THE DIGITAL MARKETING EXPERTS?

Digital Magic Makers
Founded in 2017, Pistol +
Honey is a small digital agency based
in Umhlanga offering our services to both
local (is lekker) and international clients. We take
our clients business goals and create an effective
digital strategy that actualises these. Led by Boss Lady,
Chloe-Simone Hofmann (BA, PGDM UCT), P+H comprises of
a growing team of industry specialists with a collective 21
years digital marketing experience from the management team
alone. We offer comprehensive and cost-effective digital
solutions for your business. Pistol + Honey allows you to focus
on running your business, by effectively and impressively
managing your digital marketing portfolio.
Our goal is to be an instrumental part of your businesses
succcess story.
Create a Digital Story that’s Worth Telling with
Pistol + Honey

- P+H team

Real Value
We are regularly asked what the benefits are of hiring us as a digital agency versus having an in house employee or
using a freelancer.
Here are the benefits of working with us:
Cost-Effective:
We work within your budget and your business goals to provide you with a custom digital solution. Our custom solution
meets your business where it is now and aids your growth, taking you to where you wish to be. Our services provide
you with a comparative rate to hiring an in house employee.
Hassle Free:
Unlike hiring an employee and engaging in all of the administration surrounding employees (leave, performance reviews,
administration, HR, the possibility of unreliable and inappropriate staff); by outsourcing you avoid all of these
headaches. Services are able to be terminated with one months notice, and there is no down-time due to leave or
long-term commitments.
Four Digital Experts for the Price of One:
Digital Marketing is such a fast growing and complex area to specialise in. There are constant changes and developments within this world. There are also very many different aspects to it.
Much like when working with numbers, you will have one person who is an accountant, another who is a mathematician, another who is a forex trader and so on. You will not find one person who specialises in accounting, pure maths

Real Value
With Pistol + Honey, you receive four industry experts for the price of one:
Andy: Websites; Online Stores; Google Ads + SEO
Hayley: Graphic Design; Photography + Videography
Pontsho: Social Media + Content Creation
Chloe: Strategy; Copy + Client Service
This means that you get the best of the best digital service.
Let us know how our team can help you reach your business goals and be a part of your
businesses success story.
We tailor our services according to your budget and requirements, providing you with the best
option for your business.

Real Experience
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#Say Who?
THE WHOSE WHO IN OUR DIGITAL ZOO

Our Story

“We started with only
two and from there
we grew”

Take two digital enthusiasts with over two
decades of combined marketing + advertising experience; add a passion for
business, mix together with a love for
digital; blend with caffeine, super-fast
internet and some MacBook’s; combine
with three small dogs for mascots and just
like that, a digital agency is born.
D.O.B: 1 September 2017

The Big Dogs: Our Management Team
Chloe-Simone Hofmann: Boss Lady
Strategy; Copy Writing + Client Service
Pistol + Honey was started by Chloe-Simone Hofmann,
who has been building a marketing and advertising career
for over a decade. After completing her studies at the
University of Cape Town (undergraduate - Psychology,
Media and Writing Studies; postgraduate - Business
Management specialising in Marketing and Advertising)
she quickly rose to the top of her industry due to her
passion for innovation, love for problem solving and the
pleasure she takes in creating success for her clients. Her
previous roles include Client Service Director at a leading
Cape Town advertising agency, and Head of Marketing for
an International Foreign Exchange company.
Pistol + Honey: Founder Members
Entertainment, Inspiration, Cuddles + Comfort
Pistol + Honey are the canine counterparts to Boss Lady,
Chloe. Weighing in at five kilograms each, these two
Miniature Pinschers are the delight of our office. Their
very important roles include lying in the sun, barking at
the monkeys, making us laugh + attempting to steal all +
any food we eat.

Andy Kerr: Number Two
Websites, Online Stores, SEO + Google Ads
Andy Kerr is an invaluable member of the Pistol + Honey
management team. Andy completed his tertiary studies
through Varsity College, Vega Branding School and
Durban University of Technology where he received
qualifications in Marketing, Project Management,
Statistics, Broadcasting and Photography. While studying,
Andy freelanced on several digital marketing projects for
various SME’s and government entities. Shortly after
qualifying from his studies Andy was elected Programs
Director for Durban Youth Radio (DYR) and remained in
control of operations at the station for five years. Andy
joined Pistol + Honey in a junior position and quickly
earned himself a prominent position in the company. His
unrivalled work ethic, skill set, commitment and
dedication to each of our clients’ portfolios sets him apart.

Puppy Love: Our #WorkFam
Hayley Richards: Creative Cuzzie
Graphic Design, Photography + Videography
Hayley Richards is our resident creative genius. Hayley
initially graduated with a BA in Fashion Design, and then
went on to focus her creative flow in the graphic design
sphere. She takes our strategic plans, written brand
stories and barely determinable doodles and turns them
into effective and eye-catching works of art.

Justyn Ebben: Collaboration Coordinator
Sales + Client Service
Justyn is the newest member of our team. The rest of us
focus on making digital magic for our phenomenal clients.
Justyn focuses on finding new businesses we can assist
by helping them reach their business goals through truly
powerful digital marketing. Justyn has a long background
in sales and client service and is helping us enlarge our
business, expand our territory and grow.

Pontsho Molefe: Social Soul Sister
Social Media + Content Creation
Pontsho Molefe is an intelligent, ambitious and eloquent
member of our team. She graduated with a Software
Development diploma from Durban University Technology
in 2017. Pontsho has a love for all things social media.
She is always researching and scouring the internet to
make sure the campaigns we release are not only
effective business tools for our clients, but also on trend.

Coco, Milo + Toffee: Office Security
Monkey Patrol, Sniff Testing + Stranger Danger Authentication
Our latest canine additions to the office, these three Jack
Russells are alert at all times and ready for action. In their
spare time they enjoy hunting for snakes, rats and geckos as
well as lying on their backs and sunning their bellies.

#Say Why?
WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO (AND DO IT SO WELL)

Real Experience

Working on local brands with an International footprint is where the bulk of our experience lies. From the marketing of foreign exchange
solutions to luxury liquor brands, sports supplements, home improvement products, apparel and other FMCG goods; we have a long
relationship of working with corporate clients.

Through our knowledge and experience we have the skill set to significantly impact the growth and perception of small and medium businesses. We
seek out SME’s whose businesses we believe in and where we see potential for greatness. We then provide these businesses with our services and
support at a discounted rate. We love being part of their success stories.

We Breathe Life into Your Digital
There’s Nothing Boring about What We Do

#Say How?
OUR PROCESS IS INFUSED WITH PASSION + PURPOSE

Work With Us

1. Meet + Greet:
The first step in the process is to meet with you and find out more about your business, your business
goals and your budget. We can do this meeting in person or online for our international clients.

2. Research:
Pistol + Honey research your company, the industry you are in, as well as your competitors. We compile
all of the information we glean into a research document, which we then use to to assist us in our
marketing plan.

Work With Us
3. Plan + Budget:
The next step is to develop a tailored marketing plan and marketing budget for you, based on the
information we received in our meeting with you as well as the research we conducted. We provide
individually tailored marketing plans for each of our clients, based on their businesses specific
requirements, growth cycle and budget.
4. Campaign Rollout
After receiving the go ahead from you, we launch straight into the implementation of the plan you have
approved. We provide you with a monthly marketing schedule that details exactly what we will be
implementing on every day of the month. This allows you to monitor the progress from your side. We
work on very quick lead times and are able to get started immediately on projects.
5. Reporting:
We provide our clients with weekly and monthly reports on all of their results. This allows you to remain
up to date with all of your campaign results and their progress. These reports also allow for us to
evaluate the progress of the campaigns we are implementing and adjust them as needs be for optimum
results.
6. Results:
The last part of this cycle is the simplest: sit back and enjoy the results of having your marketing
managed by Pistol + Honey, the Digital Experts. Our results are what set us apart!

Experience Marketing Solutions
Pistol + Honey is experienced in working in a diverse range of industries.

Cheers to the awesome
industries we have
already provided
digital
solutions for.

#Say Where?
THIS IS OUR PLAYING FIELD +
THE DIGITAL SPHERE WE DOMINATE

Our Digital Playing Field
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Clients approach us for several different reasons. Each time we begin the process by
isolating the exact marketing requirements they are looking to have fulfilled. We then
proceed to define what our clients would deem a success to look like in these areas.
Once these parameters have been defined, its straight onto smashing these goals for our
clients and giving their businesses the support and boost they require.

Websites + Online Stores
+ WEBSITES:
We focus on creating user –friendly, secure websites that are aesthetically pleasing, easy to navigate and of industry standard.
A good website takes into account both how your visitors utilise the site and how it will be indexed on search engines.
We keep these guidelines in mind when designing to ensure that websites have the perfect ratio of images and text.
P+H websites are laid out in an easy to read manner, while also meeting all the requirements for search engines, allowing you
to appear in relevant search results relating to your services.
Our websites are designed to maximise call-to-action. We ensure you are contactable and your services are easy to order with
minimal effort and navigation from the end user, thus making potential sales easier to convert.

+ ONLINE STORES:
We create stores that allow for purchasing of products and services online. This method of sales is a rapidly expanding market
due to the convenience factor for consumers.
We create online stores for businesses that assist them in entering into a far greater market place, one that is not as confined
geographically as traditional store locations are.
We take the items from your store stock list, photograph and index them per price and description. We then optimise products
for a user- friendly online shopping experience that is guaranteed to increase your sales footprint.

SEO + Google Ad Words
+ SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION (SEO):
SEO is a combination of factors that determines where your website shows up when searched for online. Search Engine
Optimization is an organic form of advertising.
People are already searching for the products and services that you offer, SEO ensures that you rank as high up in the organic
search results as possible. By doing this, people are more likely to click through to your website.
+ GOOGLE ADS | ADWORDS:
These are paid advertisements that show up in search results on Google, YouTube and various other apps and websites.
When someone searches a keyword phrase online that’s relevant to your service offering Google will rank your ad ahead of
other search results.
Unlike SEO, Google Ads mean you Pay Per Click (PPC Advertising) through to your website. These ads are highly cost-effective and ensure you an immediate increase of relevant website traffic.
P+H reporting of Google Ads provides you with detailed insights as to conversion rates of your advertisements and demographics of people visiting your website.
We provide a strategy that aligns and integrates appropriately to provide a consistent and ubiquitous online presence that is
ready for call-to-action. This will increase sales and conversion rates while maintaining a cost-effective budget.
+ GOOGLE MY BUSINESS:
Indexing all relevant contact information to Google (Phone, Email, Address, Location and so on) so that your business is still
contactable when searched, even if potential clients do not actually click through to your website.

Social Media Content + Management
+ SOCIAL MEDIA:
We create custom, tailored social media strategies that are suited for your specific business needs. Social Media is a huge
and growing market place with great potential for businesses to both advertise their products and services as well as gain
valuable market insights into their customers.
Social Media for business use is vastly different from social media for personal use. At P+H, we know how to keep your
businesses presence social via online platforms, whilst still maintaining a professional brand identity.
P+H creates social media content that is eye catching and appealing for users to view and engage with. Consistency is key
with social media. Our strategies ensure that potential customers are constantly reminded of your services.
Our strategies are based on up to the minute research into the various platforms and operating algorithms. These ensure our
post reach is on average 80% higher than the average business pages rates.
Each post we create has a specific goal and desired outcome. The success of these are detailed in weekly reports. Our social
media strategies are assessed and tweaked weekly to ensure that every post we create is in line with the over arching
marketing plan and delivering on our pre-set social media goals.

Photography + Videography
+ PHOTOGRAPHY:
We specialise in social media photography for businesses that represents your brand and maintains your company’s image.
Our photo shoots capture and produce high resolution images that are synonymous to your service offering, while still
encompassing current marketplace trends.

+ VIDEOGRAPHY:
We create custom video content for businesses designed specifically for online use. Our short videos assist your company in
showcasing your services or products in an appealing manner.
Short videos are the most effective type of content on the internet. With an abundance of information online, we ensure that
our video content catches audiences’ attention and keeps them viewing.

Email + SMS Marketing
+ EMAIL:
We provide bulk email sending services. These emails included custom designed artwork, crafted copy and strategic,
personalised Call To Action (CTA) button to maximise the desired outcome of the mail.
These mailers are measured digitally and reported in such a way that you will be able to tell which of the recipients have
opened the email and exactly how many times the mail has been read. This will assist in generating hot leads that will be
easier to close than traditional cold calling.
Our services also include database creation.

+ SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE (SMS):
SMS marketing is a budget-friendly and useful direct form of advertising. The average SMS is read in under 30 seconds by
recipients, which is why it is such an effective form of advertising.
P+H create custom message databases that are specifically targeted towards your business’ market niche. We focus on
creating custom message copy, which grabs the attention of the recipient. Each message includes the relevant Call To Action
(CTA) for your products or services.

Graphic Design
+ GRAPHIC DESIGN:
The world we are living in can accurately be described as two things:
aesthetic + fast paced
This means that the collateral your business produces needs to be aesthetically pleasing and attractive as well as easily
recognisable (ensuring your target market will recognise your brand in an instant).
At Pistol + Honey we have a passion for making life beautiful, for making functional websites and designs that stand-out and
look phenomenal. We take businesses and give them a personality through our fresh design and superior grasp of the
aesthetic.
Our graphic design solutions provide you with design-everything; from logos, business cards, email signatures (the full
Corporate Identity) to print advertisements, signage, branding, gifting and business collateral.
You run your business like a pro, and we will make sure it looks fabulous while you do.

Copy Writing + Editing
+ COPY WRITING + EDITING:
Keep it simple. Keep it clean. Keep it on brand.
Those are our copy writing mottos.
We are sure you have had the unfortunate experience of reading badly written business copy on websites, social media or
some form of business collateral. It’s a huge turn off. And it can cause you to lose faith in the brand in an instant.
Do not fear, Pistol + Honey is near and our copy writing is absolutely fabulous, darling.

#SayYes
SAY YES TO DIGITAL + EXCELLENCE

Get In Touch
We can’t wait to hear all about your business + create some digital marketing magic for you too!

Pop us an email: hello@pistolandhoney.co.za

Chat directly to our Managing Director on +2782 496 0272

Find us on Facebook, Instagram + LinkedIn

We look forward to chatting to you and providing you with digital solutions that satisfy both your business and your budget!

Chloe-Simone Hofmann
“Boss Lady”

The Beginning
BEGIN YOUR DIGITAL SUCCESS STORY TODAY WITH PISTOL + HONEY

